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Abstract: In this article we consider gauge theories with a U(N) × U(N) gauge
group. We provide, for the first time, a complete set of operators built from scalar
fields that are in the bi fundamental of the two groups. Our operators diagonalize the
two point function of the free field theory at all orders in 1/N . We then use this basis
to investigate non-planar anomalous dimensions in the ABJM theory. We show that
the dilatation operator reduces to a set of decoupled harmonic oscillators, signaling
integrability in a large N but non-planar limit of the theory.
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1. Discussion and Conclusions
The AdS/CFT correspondence[1] provides a definition of quantum gravity on negatively
curved spaces. In this article we are interested in exploring N = 6 U(N)×U(N) Chern-
Simons theory (the ABJM model[2, 3]) which is dual to the type IIA superstring on
AdS4 × CP3. The dictionary between the two corresponding theories is organized
by identifying the conformal dimensions of the operator in the field theory with the
energy of the corresponding state in the dual quantum gravity. This idea leads to the
identification of operators with dimension ∼ 1 with gravitons, of certain operators with
dimension ∼ √N with string states, of certain operators with dimension ∼ N with
D-brane states and of certain operators with dimension ∼ N2 with new geometries.
Clearly, operators with dimension ∼ N or ∼ N2 have the potential to provide deep and
important lessons. The study of these operators is however highly non-trivial because
the large N limit of their correlation functions is not captured by summing the planar
diagrams[4]. One is concerned here with a large N but non-planar limit.
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In the last few years it has become possible to study large N but non-planar limits
of gauge theories with gauge group U(N). The new idea allowing progress is to exploit
group representation theory to construct a basis of operators that diagonalize the free
field two point function exactly. By now there are a number of interesting results.
The first paper[5] to employ these ideas used Schur polynomials to provide a basis for
the half-BPS sector of N = 4 Super Yang-Mills Theory. These Schur polynomials were
generalized to provide a basis for multi matrix operators in [6, 7]. The basis constructed
in [8, 9] is built using elements of the Brauer algebra. A basis that has sharp quantum
numbers for the global symmetries of the theory was given in [10, 11]. Finally, for a
rather general approach which correctly counts and constructs the weak coupling BPS
operators see[12]. The results obtained in [12] can be translated into any of the bases
we have considered.
In this article we will argue that, for theories with a U(N) × U(N) gauge group,
a basis of local operators that again diagonalizes the free field theory to all orders in
1/N , can again be constructed. By restricting to what is a single matrix sector of the
theory, [13] were able to compute the correlation function of some operators in a large
N but non-planar limit. This work showed that by recycling some ideas that worked
for U(N) gauge group, there are questions that can be answered for the theory with
a U(N) × U(N) gauge group. Here we are after a genuine extension of the existing
methods. For a U(N) gauge group, two point functions of operators built from n Higgs
fields reduce to evaluating a certain trace over V ⊗n, where V is the carrier space of the
fundamental representation of U(N). In contrast to this, when one considers a theory
with U(N) × U(N) gauge group, two point functions of operators built from n Higgs
fields1 reduce to evaluating a product of traces over V ⊗n, one for each gauge group. Our
main idea (see section 4.3) is to construct our operators in such a way that one of these
traces simply produces a delta function which identifies the way Wick contractions are
performed on the two types of fields. This idea can easily be generalized to study
the general problem of a gauge theory whose gauge group has an arbitrary number of
factors, as explained in the Appendix.
Given a complete basis, many interesting questions can be asked. One question
which has proved rather fruitful, is to compute anomalous dimensions in this large N
but non-planar limit[14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. It is now beyond question that integrability
has proven to be a powerful tool in analyzing N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in the
planar limit[20, 21]. The corresponding results achieved for the large N but non-planar
limit[14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] are encouraging and, with some optimism, one hopes that
1Our Higgs fields are of two types: the first type are in the (N, N¯) of the gauge group; the second
are in the (N¯ ,N) of the gauge group. Hence any sensible gauge invariant operator is built from traces
of an alternating product of the two types.
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integrability will play an equally important role in this case too. Indeed, preliminary
results suggest that the dilatation operator reduces to a set of decoupled oscillators.
Motivated by this, we have studied anomalous dimensions for a class of operators in
our basis. The operators we study belong to the SU(2)× SU(2) subsector that is not
mixed with other subsectors by the dilatation operator. For this sector the dilatation
operator reduces to two decoupled SU(2) chains on the even and odd sites[20]. We will
only excite one of these chains so that we are ultimately left with a single SU(2) chain,
which is exactly what one has from the SU(2) sector of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory.
We thus expect that the spectral problem considered here will be very similar to that
obtained from N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, a fact that we explicitely demonstrate.
The methods of [18] are powerful enough to handle this situation. In this case we again
find that the dilatation operator reduces to a set of decoupled oscillators!
There are a number of interesting directions in which this work can be extended.
We will describe at least a few of these possibilities. The operators whose anomalous
dimensions we have studied are AdS/CFT dual to giant gravitons[22]. Giant gravitons
have been constructed in the AdS4×CP3 geometry in [23]. For related relevant studies
see [24]. It would be interesting to explore this connection further and to see how much
of the physics of the giant graviton can be recovered from our operators. See [25] for very
recent progress on developing the map between quantum states and brane geometries.
The current setting may be an interesting laboratory for these questions. Indeed,
in the AdS5×S5 setting a restricted Schur polynomial with long rows corresponds to
a collection of D3-dipole branes that each wrap an S3 ⊂ AdS5; a restricted Schur
polynomial with long columns corresponds to D3-dipole branes that each wrap an
S3 ⊂ S5. For the problem we study here a restricted Schur polynomial with long rows
corresponds to D2-dipole branes that each wrap an S3 ⊂ AdS4 [26]; a restricted Schur
polynomial with long columns corresponds to D4-dipole branes that each wrap a four
dimensional manifold in CP3.
Secondly, when explicitly constructing the action of the dilatation operator, we have
restricted ourselves to a class of operators dual to systems of two giant gravitons. The
extension to systems of p > 2 giant gravitons proved very fruitful[18] in the AdS5×S5
set up. It would be interesting to consider this generalization in the present setting.
Finally, the action of the dilatation operator in the scaling limit that we consider
in section 6 reduces it to the action of the dilatation operator discovered in the SU(2)
sector of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. Can one find other scaling for which the
spectrum of anomalous dimensions can still be determined? Can one directly solve the
resulting recursion relations without taking a scaling limit?
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2. Some Notation
We will denote the fields of the theory that we use as A1, A2, B
†
1 and B
†
2. The number
of Ais is ni; the number of B
†
i s is mi. Set n = n1 + n2 = m1 +m2. R is an irrep of Sn,
i.e. R ` n. Introduce the notation
φ11
a
b = A1
a
αB
†
1
α
b , φ12
a
b = A1
a
αB
†
2
α
b ,
φ21
a
b = A2
a
αB
†
1
α
b , φ22
a
b = A2
a
αB
†
2
α
b .
The number of φijs is nij. rij ` nij is an irrep of Snij . The collection, (r11, r12, r21, r22) ≡
{r} is an irrep of Sn11 × Sn12 × Sn21 × Sn22 ⊂ Sn. We will be exploiting the fact that
general multi trace operators can be realized as a single trace over the larger space
V ⊗n. In V ⊗n permutations have matrix elements
〈i1, i2, · · · , in|τ |j1, j2, · · · jn〉 = δi1iτ(1)δi2iτ(2) · · · δiniτ(n) .
3. A Complete Set of Operators
Consider the most general gauge invariant operator built using an arbitrary number of
A1s, A2s, B
†
1s and B
†
2s. Due to the index structure of the fields, any single trace gauge
invariant operator is given by an alternating sequence of pairs of Ais and B
†
i s. The
possible pairs are the (φij)
a
b defined above. Any single trace gauge invariant operator is
given by a unique (up to cyclic permutations) product of the (φij)
a
b . The most general
gauge invariant operator is given by a product of an arbitrary number of these single
trace operators. In this section we will provide a new basis for these operators.
The basis we have constructed is given by a restricted Schur polynomial in the φij
OR,{r} =
1
n11!n22!n12!n21!
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr{r} (ΓR(σ)) Tr(σφ
⊗n11
11 φ
⊗n12
12 φ
⊗n21
21 φ
⊗n22
22 ) . (3.1)
The irrep R will in general be a reducible representation of the Sn11×Sn12×Sn21×Sn22
subgroup of Sn. One of the Sn11 × Sn12 × Sn21 × Sn22 irreps that R subduces is {r}. In
the above formula, Tr{r} is an instruction to trace only over the {r} subspace of the
carrier space of R. A very convenient way to implement this trace is as
Tr{r} (ΓR(σ)) = Tr
(
PR,{r}ΓR(σ)
) ≡ χR,{r}(σ)
where PR,{r} is a projector which projects from the carrier space of R to the {r}
subspace. To prove that these operators form a basis, we simply need to show that
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they are complete. We will demonstrate completeness by showing that the most general
gauge invariant operator built using an arbitrary number of A1s, A2s, B
†
1s and B
†
2s can
be written as a linear combination of the operators (3.1). Further, we can argue that
all the operators in this set are linearly independent. This follows immediately from
the fact that the number of restricted Schur polynomials is equal to the number of
gauge invariant operators (which are linearly independent). This counting agreement
was proved in [27] at both finite and infinite N .
Now for the demonstration: The most general gauge invariant operator that we
are considering can be written as
o(τ) = Tr(τφ⊗n1111 φ
⊗n12
12 φ
⊗n21
21 φ
⊗n22
22 )
for a suitable choice of the permutation τ ∈ Sn. The completeness of this basis now
follows from the identity (which is derived in [28])
o(τ) =
∑
R,{r}
dRn11!n12!n21!n22!
dr11dr12dr21dr22 n!
χR,{r}(τ)OR,{r}
where the sum over R runs over all irreps of Sn and {r} ranges over all irreps of
Sn11 × Sn12 × Sn21 × Sn22 . This completes the demonstration.
The operators given in (3.1) do not have simple two point functions and they are
not orthogonal. For this reason we will need to generalize (3.1) (see formula (4.1)
below). The main insight gained from this section is the fact that the number of gauge
invariant operators is equal to the number of distinct restricted Schur labels R, {r}.
In what follows, we are able to construct a set of operators that have orthogonal two
point functions and are labeled by R, {r}. Given the lesson of this section, we know
they are complete.
4. Two Point Functions
In this section we will study the two point correlation functions of the operators (3.1).
These correlators provide an interesting generalization of the correlators considered
for operators built from complex Higgs fields transforming in the adjoint of a U(N)
gauge theory. For correlators built from n Higgs fields transforming in the adjoint
of a U(N) gauge group one is able to reduce the computation of the correlator to
the computation of a trace over the space V ⊗n where V is the carrier space of the
fundamental representation of U(N). In the present case, because we consider a theory
with U(N)×U(N) gauge group, the computation of the correlator reduces to a product
of two traces (one for each U(N) factor in the gauge group) each of which run over V ⊗n.
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We will explain how to explicitly compute this trace. The first result we obtain in this
section is a general formula for the two point correlation function. We then consider
the explicit evaluation of this general result in two special cases: when n12 = n21 = 0
and when n2 = 0. These special cases are simpler than the general result, and the
case n2 = 0 represents a class of operators that are closed under the action of the two
loop dilatation operator. We will study the anomalous dimensions of these operators
in a later section. The final result of this section is a general formula for two point
functions. In an Appendix we explain how this result generalizes to gauge groups with
more factors.
As has become standard in computations of this type, we ignore spacetime depen-
dence; it is uniquely determined in the final result by conformal invariance. Conse-
quently, the two point functions of the Higgs fields that we use are
〈AiaαA†jβb 〉 = δijδab δβα = 〈BiaαB†j βb 〉
In terms of these Higgs fields we can write our operator as
OR,{r} =
1
n11!n22!n12!n21!
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr{r} (ΓR(σ))
n1∏
i=1
(A1)
ai
ατ(i)
×
×
n∏
j=1+n1
(A2)
aj
ατ(j)
m1∏
i=1
(B†1)
αi
aσ(i)
n∏
j=1+m1
(B†2)
αj
aσ(j)
(4.1)
≡ Tr(PR,{r}A⊗n11+n121 A⊗n21+n222 τ (B†1)⊗n11+n21(B†2)⊗n12+n22)
where
PR,{r} =
1
n11!n22!n12!n21!
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr{r} (ΓR(σ))σ
In the last line of (4.1) we have switched to a trace within V ⊗n. The above explicit
formula spells out how we are filling the “slots” from 1 to n with the Ais and B
†
j s. The
specific way in which the slots are populated determines how the subgroups Sn1 × Sn2
and Sm1 × Sm2 are embedded into Sn. The operator τ dictates how the Ais and B†j s
are to be combined to produce φijs. The specific τ we must choose to achieve a specific
joining will not in general be unique. It would also be possible to replace τ by some more
general element of the group algebra2. We will pursue this possibility below. The name
“restricted Schur polynomial,” regardless of the specific τ used in the construction,
2The nij continue to count the number of boxes in the Young diagrams rij , but no longer give the
number of composite scalars (φij)
a
b from which the operator is built.
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reflects that fact that for all of these operators the index structure associated with the
U(N) group on which the projector PR,{r} acts is organized using the symmetric group
and its subgroups. It is now a simple exercise to show that
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 = (4.2)∑
ψ◦λ∈Sn1×Sn2
∑
µ◦ν∈Sm1×Sm2
Tr(PR,{r} ψ ◦ λPS,{s} µ ◦ ν) Tr(τ † ψ−1 ◦ λ−1 τ µ−1 ◦ ν−1)
The sum over ψ ◦ λ sums all possible Wick contractions between the Ais and the
sum over µ ◦ ν sums all possible Wick contractions between the Bis. After making a
convenient choice for τ we will show how to evaluate (4.2) in general.
4.1 Number of Ais equal number of B
†
i s; n12 = n21 = 0
In this subsection we consider the case that n1 = m1, n2 = m2 and further that n12 =
0 = n21. With this choice {r} = {r11, r22}. There are a number of nice simplifications
that arise in this case. First, we may take τ to be the identity permutation. Secondly,
both PR,{r} and PS,{s} commute with all elements of Sn11 × Sn22 . Thus, the two point
correlator becomes
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 =
∑
ψ◦λ∈Sn11×Sn22
∑
µ◦ν∈Sn11×Sn22
Tr(PR,{r} ψ ◦ λPS,{s} µ ◦ ν)Tr(ψ−1 ◦ λ−1 µ−1 ◦ ν−1)
=
∑
ψ◦λ∈Sn11×Sn22
∑
µ◦ν∈Sn11×Sn22
Tr(PR,{r} PS,{s} ψµ ◦ λν)Tr((ψµ)−1 ◦ (λν)−1)
= n11!n22!
∑
ψ◦λ∈Sn11×Sn22
Tr(PR,{r} PS,{s} ψ ◦ λ)Tr(ψ−1 ◦ λ−1) .
Next we use the identity
PR,{r}PS,{s} = δRSδ{r},{s}
n!
n11!n22!dR
PR,{r}
proved in [29], and the identity (in this next formula Trn denotes a trace over V
⊗n, fs
is a product of the factors of Young diagram s and hookss is a product of the hook
lengths of Young diagram s)
Trn(ψ ◦ λ) = Trn11(ψ)Trn22(λ) =
∑
s`n11
χs(ψ)
fs
hookss
∑
t`n22
χt(λ)
ft
hookst
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which follows as a consequence of Schur-Weyl duality, to obtain
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 =
n!
dR
δRSδ{r},{s}
∑
ψ◦λ∈Sn11×Sn22
×
×
∑
u`n11
χu(ψ)
fu
hooksu
∑
t`n22
χt(λ)
ft
hookst
Tr(PR,{r} ψ ◦ λ) .
To do this sum, note that∑
ψ∈Sn11
χs(ψ)ψ =
n11!
ds
Ps
∑
λ∈Sn22
χt(λ)λ =
n22!
dt
Pt
where Ps and Pt are correctly normalized projectors, projecting to the irrep s of Sn11
and t of Sn22 respectively. Thus,
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 =
∑
u
∑
t
n!n11!n22!fuft
dRdudthooksuhookst
δRSδ{r},{s}Tr(PR,{r} PuPt)
=
n!n11!n22!fr11fr22
dRdr11dr22hooksr11hooksr22
δRSδ{r},{s}Tr(PR,{r})
= δRSδ{r},{s}
hooksRfr11fr22fR
hooksr11hooksr22
To obtain the final result we used the value of Tr(PR,{r}) which has been computed in
[7].
The basic result of the subsection is
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 = δRSδ{r},{s}
hooksRfr11fr22fR
hooksr11hooksr22
(4.3)
4.2 n2 = 0, n1 = m1 +m2
With this choice {r} = {r11, r12}. There are again a number of nice simplifications that
arise in this case. First, we may again take τ to be the identity permutation. Secondly,
both PR,{r} and PS,{s} commute with all elements of Sn11 × Sn12 . Thus, the two point
correlator becomes
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 =
∑
σ∈Sn
∑
ρ∈Sm1×Sm2
Tr(PR,{r} σ PS,{s} ρ)Tr(σ−1ρ−1)
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= m1!m2!
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr(PR,{r} PS,{s} σ)Tr(σ−1)
=
n!
dR
δRSδ{r},{s}
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr(PR,{r} σ)Tr(σ−1)
=
n!
dR
δRSδ{r},{s}
∑
T`n
fT
hooksT
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr(PR,{r} σ)χT (σ−1)
=
n!
dR
δRSδ{r},{s}
∑
T`n
fT
hooksT
n!
dT
Tr(PR,{r} PT )
=
fRn!
dR
δRSδ{r},{s}Tr(PR,{r})
=
(fR)
2n!
dRhooksr11hooksr12
δRSδ{r},{s}
The basic result of the subsection is
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 = δRSδ{r},{s}
hooksR(fR)
2
hooksr11hooksr12
(4.4)
4.3 General Case
In this section we will consider general nij. We will find it useful to allow τ to be a
general element of the group algebra. We will find it convenient to distribute the Higgs
fields in the slots as follows
OR,{r} =
1
n11!n22!n12!n21!
∑
σ∈Sn
Tr{r} (ΓR(σ))
n1∏
i=1
(A1)
ai
αi
n∏
j=1+n1
(A2)
aj
αj
(τ)α1···αnβ1···βn×
×
n11∏
i=1
(B†1)
βi
aσ(i)
n1∏
i=1+n11
(B†2)
βi
aσ(i)
n1+n21∏
i=1+n1
(B†1)
βi
aσ(i)
n∏
i=1+n1+n21
(B†2)
βi
aσ(i)
(4.5)
Compare to (4.1) and notice that this is not the same distribution of the Higgs fields.
We will summarize this as
OR,{r} = Tr(PR,{r}A⊗n τ B†⊗n)
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where for simplicity, our notation does not spell out which fields inhabit which slots.
Standard manipulations give (this assumes a Hermittian τ which is the case we consider
below)
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 =
∑
ρ∈Sm1×Sm2
∑
σ∈Sn1×Sn2
Tr(PR,{r}σPS,{s}ρ)Tr(τρ−1τσ−1) .
To see how the subgroups are embedded in Sn, note that Sn1×Sn2 acts on slots occupied
by the As and Sm1×Sm2 acts on slots occupied by B†s. The formula (4.5) clearly states
how the slots are populated. Note that on the right hand side there are two traces and
the sums to be performed have one element of the symmetric group in one trace and
the inverse of this in the second trace. The corresponding computation for gauge group
U(N) has one trace and both an element of the symmetric group and its inverse, in
the same trace. This is a key observation that motivates what follows.
We could reduce the above result to the corresponding result obtained for a U(N)
gauge group if we choose τ so that
Tr(τρ−1τσ−1) = δ(ρ−1σ−1) . (4.6)
Define (R ` n)
ΦR =
dR
n!fR
∑
σ∈Sn
χR(σ
−1)σ .
A rather straight forward computation now gives
Tr(ΦRψ) =
dR
n!
χR(ψ)
where the trace is over V ⊗n. Recalling that the delta function on the symmetric group
is
δ(σ) =
1
n!
∑
R`n
dRχR(σ)
we have
Tr(
∑
R`n
ΦRψ) = δ(ψ) .
This motivates the choice
τ =
∑
R`n
dR
n!
√
fR
∑
σ∈Sn
χR(σ
−1)σ . (4.7)
With this choice (4.6) holds so that
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 =
∑
σ∈Sn1×Sn2∩Sm1×Sm2
Tr(PR,{r}σPS,{s}σ−1) .
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Notice that Sn1 ×Sn2 ∩Sm1 ×Sm2 = Sn11 ×Sn12 ×Sn21 ×Sn22 . Thus, σ commutes with
the projectors in the last equation. After summing over σ we have
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 = n11!n12!n21!n22!Tr(PR,{r}PS,{s}) .
A straight forward application of the results of [29, 7] now gives
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 = δRSδ{r},{s}
hooksRfR
hooksr11hooksr12hooksr21hooksr22
. (4.8)
This clearly shows that our operators diagonalize the two point function in the
subspace of operators with fixed nij. However, even after fixing ni,mi, we can still
change the nij, by changing the way we populate the slots with the B
†s which corre-
sponds to changing the way that we embed Sm1 ×Sm2 in Sn. Projectors corresponding
to different nij will not in general be orthogonal. However, in this case (4.6) is never
satisfied so that the operators continue to be orthogonal.
5. Action of the Dilatation Operator
The two loop dilatation generator in the sector with n2 = 0 is [30]
D = −
(
4pi
k
)2
: Tr
[ (
B†2A1B
†
1 −B†1A1B†2
)( ∂
∂B†2
∂
∂A1
∂
∂B†1
− ∂
∂B†1
∂
∂A1
∂
∂B†2
)]
: .
We will compute the action of the dilatation operator on operators normalized so that
〈OˆR,{r}Oˆ†S,{s}〉 = fRδRSδ{r}{s} .
This choice of normalization makes the present problem look as similar as possible to
that of [15]. The relation of these normalized operators (indicated with a hat) to the
operators of section 4.2 is
OR,{r} =
√
hooksR fR
hooksr11 hooksr12
OˆR,{r} .
Using the methods of [14, 15], it is straight forward to obtain
DOˆR,{r} =
∑
S,{s}
MR,{r},S,{s}OˆS,{s}
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where
MR,{r},S,{s} =
√
hooksS fS hooksr11 hooksr12
hooksR fR hookss11 hookss12
∑
R′
m1m2 dS cRR′
ds11 ds12 ndR′
×
×
[
NTr
(
IS′R′ [ΓR ((1,m2 + 1)) , PR,{r}]IR′S′C
)
+
+Tr
(
IS′R′ [ΓR ((1,m2 + 1))PR,{r}ΓR ((1,m2 + 1))− PR,{r}]IR′S′C
)
+
+(m1−1)Tr
(
IS′R′ [ΓR ((1,m2 + 1))PR,{r}ΓR ((1,m2 + 2))− ΓS ((m2 + 2, 1,m2 + 1))PR,{r}]IR′S′C
)
+
+(m2 − 1)Tr
(
IS′R′ [ΓR ((1,m2 + 1))PR,{r}ΓR ((1, 2))− PR,{r}ΓS ((2, 1,m2 + 1)) ]IR′S′C
) ]
and
C = [PS,{s},ΓS ((1,m2 + 1)) ] .
To obtain this result we have used the first m2 slots for the φ12s and the next m1 slots
for the φ11s.
We will study the spectrum of anomalous dimensions for operators whose labels
R, {r} are all Young diagrams with two long rows. In this case we can use U(2) group
theory to construct the projectors as explained in [16, 18]. The extension to operators
whose labels R, {r} are all Young diagrams with p long rows is also possible; in this case
U(p) group theory is used[18]. To set up the two long rows problem, we will employ a
more convenient labeling for our operators. Notice that m1 and m2 are fixed. We study
the limit in which both m1 and m2 are O(N), but m2  m1. Denote the number of
boxes in row 1 of r12 minus the number of boxes in row 2 by 2j. The number of boxes
in row 2 is thus m2−2j
2
. For m2 = 24 and j = 4 we have
r12 =
In this way, we trade r12 for an integer j. Next, imagine that to obtain r11 from R we
need to pull ν1 boxes from the first row of R and ν2 boxes from the second row of R.
Since we know that ν1 + ν2 = m2 it is enough to specify ν1 − ν2 ≡ 2j3. Finally, we
will trade r11 for the two integers b0 and b1. b1 is the number of columns with a single
box while b0 is the number of columns containing two boxes. Note that this notation is
redundant because 2b0 + b1 = m1. Thus, we trade the three Young diagrams R, r11, r12
for the integers b0, b1, j, j
3. See Figure 1 for a summary. Using the ideas developed in
[16, 18] we find after a straight forward but tedious computation
DOˆj,j3(b0, b1) =
(
4pi
k
)2 [(
−N
2
(
m2 − (m2 + 2)(j
3)2
j(j + 1)
)
(5.1)
−m
2
2
4
+m2 + j
2
3 − j(j + 1)−
j23(4−m22)
4j(j + 1)
)
∆Oˆj,j3(b0, b1)
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+N
√
(m2 + 2j + 4)(m2 − 2j)
(2j + 1)(2j + 3)
(j + j3 + 1)(j − j3 + 1)
2(j + 1)
(
1 +
m2 − 2j − 4
2N
)
∆Oˆj+1,j3(b0, b1)
+
√
(m2 + 2j + 2)(m2 − 2j + 2)
(2j + 1)(2j − 1)
(j + j3)(j − j3)
2j
(
1 +
m2 − 2j − 2
2N
)
∆Oˆj−1,j3(b0, b1)
]
where
∆Oˆj,j3(b0, b1) =
√
(N + b0)(N + b0 + b1)(Oˆj,j3(b0 + 1, b1 − 2) + Oˆj,j3(b0 − 1, b1 + 2))
−(2N + 2b0 + b1)Oˆj,j3(b0, b1). (5.2)
This is remarkably similar to the result obtained for two row restricted Schurs in the
SU(2) sector of N = 4 super Yang Mills theory[16]. In particular, the fact that only
the combination ∆Oj,j3(b0, b1) appears implies that after we have diagonalized on the
j label, the problem of diagonalizing on the b0, b1 labels again reduces to diagonalizing
a set of decoupled harmonic oscillators.
R
r11
r12
⌫1
⌫2
b0
b1
2j
2j3 ⌘ ⌫1   ⌫2
m2   2j
2
Tuesday 21 February 12 Figure 1: A summary of the U(2) labeling
6. Spectrum of Anomalous Dimensions
For the SU(2) sector of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [19] have proved that studying
the dilatation operator in a continuum limit reproduces the spectrum obtained by
– 13 –
solving the original discrete anomalous dimension eigenvalue problem. In this section
we will consider a continuum limit of the diltation operator that reduces to the problem
studied in [16].
Consider first the problem of diagonalizing on the b0, b1 labels. We introduce x =
2 b1√
N+b0
. For any finite arbitrarily large x we have b1 ∼
√
N . In this limit [16] show
that the operator ∆ defined in (5.2) reduces to the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
which is easily diagonalized. Consider next the problem of diagonalizing on the j, j3
labels. To solve this problem we will consider the double scaling limit defined by taking
m2 →∞, b1 →∞ holding mb1 ∼ γ  1 fixed. In this case
√
2
m
j becomes a continuous
variable. It is straight forward to see that in this continuum limit, the action found
for the dilatation operator in the previous section reduces to the continuum limit of
the action of the dilatation operator studied in [16]. From the results of that work we
know that if m2 = 2n we obtain a set of oscillators with frequency ωi and degeneracy
di given by
ωi = 8iN
(
4pi
k
)2
, di = 2(n− i) + 1, i = 0, 1, ..., n .
and if m2 = 2n + 1 we obtain a set of oscillators with frequency ωi and degeneracy di
given by
ωi = 8iN
(
4pi
k
)2
, di = 2(n− i+ 1), i = 0, 1, ..., n .
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A. More General Gauge Groups
The operators we have constructed above also give a complete basis for gauge groups
with an arbitrary number of factors U(N)×U(N)× · · ·×U(N). We will illustrate the
example of three factors U(N) × U(N) × U(N). Denote the indices associated with
– 14 –
the gauge groups by a, α,A. The theory is assumed to have three sets of fields, all
transforming in different bi fundamental representations of the factors
(Ai)
a
α , (Bi)
α
A , (Ci)
A
a .
The most general operator in the theory can be written as a product of traces of the
operators
(φijk)
a
b ≡ (AiBjCk)ab .
We will assume that i runs from 1 to nA, j from 1 to nB and k from 1 to nC . The
number of φijk fields will be denoted by nijk. Repeating the arguments of section 3,
it is clear that the restricted Schur polynomials are constructed by subducing Sn111 ×
Sn112 × · · · × SnAnBnC irreps from Sn irreps where n =
∑
ijk nijk. Thus, {r} is a set of
nAnBnC Young diagrams. Our operators (τ is chosen as in (4.7))
OR,{r} = Tr(PR,{r}A⊗nτB⊗nτC⊗n)
have two point function
〈OR,{r}O†S,{s}〉 = δRSδ{r},{s}
hooksRfR
hooks{r}
. (A.1)
where hooks{r} is a product of hook factors, one for each of the nAnBnC Young diagrams
appearing in {r}.
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